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Science-

I work hard but have not developed doing question answers myself. I can study by mys
elf. I have improved my handwriting and can read properly. I ask my doubt to my
teachers.

I am doing book 8th in
science and have almost
completed the book.

I need lots of improvement
in writing answers and I
need to work hard.
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In games I do lots of running and exercise. I like playing goalkeeper in football and I am
very good at it. I also play basketball and have just started learning.

I am very good in taking rebounds in basketball. I play volley ball and I don’t like playing
minor games.

I can do yoga nicely and I can do all
the asanas.

Games
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Games
Before going to play games, I do lots of exercises. I like to do sit up and pushups.

Hindi
My loud reading is good but my
writing skills are very poor.

We have just completed book
7th.I need lots of help in
grammar and writing.

I am doing a different book for my spelling improvement. I have done
synonyms, Antonym and suffix. I am doing essay writing and paragraph
writing.
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Music-
I have started learning keyboard and have left playing tabla. 

I play keyboard quite well and can play a few songs like twinkle twinkle little star. I can 
play village songs very well.

Art-
I like to draw and paint objects 

like leaf, flower, house and trees. 
I am improving my drawing.

My colour mixing and my 
coloring are very good.
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Social science
I ask my doubt to my teachers. I am
very poor in doing the tests.

I am not able to concentrate in the
class and talk too much.

I think social science is little tough
for me because I don’t understand
the concepts.

Mathematics
In maths i am doing book 6th. I like doing maths a lot. I make silly mistakes. I get two
classes a day to do maths. My favorite subject is maths.
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English 
I like to do story writing. I don’t pay attention in class and  i like to read stories alone. I 
have finished the grammar book. I like to read ghost stories.

I have learnt the poems- Thy golden light. Who, Krishna, and tree. My handwriting has 
not improved and i write wrong spellings.

Trip
On the trip i liked to roam 
around and we had gone to 
Jaipur, Gulabpura.
We ate ice-cream. I saw temples 
in Rajasthan.

Odia
Odia is a boring class for me and I don’t like to study Odia.
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Gardening
I like to do gardening because it is easy 
work for me.

Computer
I like computer typing and my speed 
is30 wpm.
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Dance, Music & Art-
He attends the art class with
interest but loses patience in half
an hour.

Sometimes he does not follow
instructions. He needs to be more
patient and obedient.

Report written by teachers..!

In the class he mostly copies the pictures of trees and houses. He
needs to develop the still life drawing skill.
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He is interested in the subject but he is dependent on the teacher. He finds it difficult to
answer questions and his writing scheme and memorizing power are very poor.

He doesn’t give notebook
for recorrecting after he has
rectified his mistakes.

He gets poor marks in the
test. But he tries his best.

Social Science
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He is a slow learner. He is regular in the group. He is able to do whole number. He
needs extra attention to understand concepts.

He dislikes word problems. Whenever
he makes any calculation mistake, he
accepts and corrects it.

He has learn fraction. In fraction he is
able to do addition.

After some time he forgets how to do
it.

Mathematics
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English-
Sachindra has improved his reading but he still needs attention from the teacher. He can
read books himself and in group he tries to read. He never asks teachers when he is not
understanding. He never comes for checking.

He needs to improve his writing and spellings. Because of his bad handwriting it is very
difficult to check his notebook. He has learnt letter writing but needs to improve. He
does all questions wrong. He never tries to speak in English. He had to read a storybook
and tell the story in class.

He was not fluent in speaking. He was making mistakes so the teacher corrected him.
He had to read a Hindi story and translate into English. It was difficult for him and
needed help from teacher. He has read books this year-

•Captain courageous
•Monte cristo 
•Little riding hood
•Samson and delilan
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He enjoys reading and doing question answers from the book but sometime when we
explain something in group and ask him to write, he doesn’t understand and never
asks.

He writes whatever he understands
which is usually wrong. He is slow
in group and in writing.

He has to improve his vocabulary
and sentence structure. He likes to
read ghost stories.

His reading and understanding is
fine.

Hindi
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Odia
Sachindra is trying to do his best. He tries to read in all activities.

Science
He took part in all the topics. He likes to do science activities and
experiments.

He is familiar with crop production, Microorganisms, Metals and
non-metals, Light and Planets and Stars. A few times he participates
in group discussions.

His carelessness and distracted behaviors adds to errors in his work.
He cannot concentrate for long.
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